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ABSTRACT Cohesin generates cohesion between sister chromatids, which enables chromo-
somes to form bipolar attachments to the mitotic spindle and segregate. Cohesin also func-
tions in chromosome condensation, transcriptional regulation, and DNA damage repair. Here 
we analyze the role of acetylation in modulating cohesin functions and how it affects budding 
yeast viability. Previous studies show that cohesion establishment requires Eco1p-mediated 
acetylation of the cohesin subunit Smc3p at residue K113. Smc3p acetylation was proposed 
to promote establishment by merely relieving Wpl1p inhibition because deletion of WPL1 
bypasses the lethality of an ECO1 deletion (eco1Δ wpl1Δ). We find that little, if any, cohesion 
is established in eco1Δ wpl1Δ cells, indicating that Eco1p performs a function beyond an-
tagonizing Wpl1p. Cohesion also fails to be established when SMC3 acetyl-mimics (K113Q or 
K112R,K113Q) are the sole functional SMC3s in cells. These results suggest that Smc3p 
acetylation levels affect establishment. It is remarkable that, despite their severe cohesion 
defect, eco1Δ wpl1Δ and smc3-K112R,K113Q strains are viable because a cohesin-indepen-
dent mechanism enables bipolar attachment and segregation. This alternative mechanism is 
insufficient for smc3-K113Q strain viability. Smc3-K113Q is defective for condensation, 
whereas eco1Δ wpl1Δ and smc3-K112R,K113Q strains are competent for condensation. We 
suggest that Smc3p acetylation and Wpl1p antagonistically regulate cohesin’s essential role 
in condensation.

INTRODUCTION
An evolutionarily conserved “cohesin” complex physically tethers 
sister chromatids (Guacci et al., 1997; Michaelis et al., 1997; Losada 
et al., 1998; Sumara et al., 2000; Tomonaga et al., 2000). In bud-
ding yeast, the cohesin subunits are called SMC3, SMC1, 
MCD1/SCC1, and SCC3/IRR1 (Guacci et al., 1997; Michaelis et al., 
1997). Sister chromatid cohesion is established during S phase and 
maintained until anaphase, when sister chromatids segregate. In-
activation of cohesin induces precocious dissociation of sister 
chromatids and cell inviability (Guacci et al., 1997; Michaelis et al., 

1997; Losada et al., 1998; Tomonaga et al., 2000; Vass et al., 2003). 
These results led to the conclusion that sister chromatid cohesion 
is essential for the bipolar attachment of sister kinetochores, 
proper chromosome segregation, and, consequently, cell viability 
in all eukaryotes.

In addition to its role in cohesion, cohesin also plays roles in 
mediating proper mitotic and meiotic chromosome condensation 
in many eukaryotes (Guacci et al., 1997; Revenkova et al., 2004; 
Ding et al., 2006; Jin et al., 2009), in transcription regulation (Donze 
et al., 1999; Dorsett, 2007; Schaaf et al., 2009), and in repair of 
double-stranded DNA breaks (Strom et al., 2007; Unal et al., 2007). 
These additional cohesin functions raise two questions. How are 
these different functions of cohesin regulated, and do any of these 
other functions contribute to cell viability? The cohesin regulator 
Eco1p (also called Ctf7p) provides a common link since it functions 
in budding yeast chromosome condensation, as well as cohesion 
(Skibbens et al., 1999)

Cohesin has been most extensively studied in its role in mediat-
ing cohesion. Its binding to chromosomes is spatially and tempo-
rally regulated. Cohesin is found at discrete arm loci called co-
hesin-associated regions and at pericentric regions (Onn et al., 
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RESULTS
The smc3-RQ allele, but not the K113Q allele, 
supports cell viability
We previously showed that an smc3 acetyl-mimic K113Q allele inte-
grated into an eco1-ts mutant significantly suppressed the eco1-ts 
cohesion defect but had little or no ability to suppress its inviability 
(Unal et al., 2008). Because the eco1-ts allele is severely compro-
mised for its acetyltransferase activity, we suggested that one possi-
ble reason for the partial cohesion restoration by the acetyl mimic 
and its failure to promote viability was that Eco1p acetylation of other 
targets might be required (Onn et al., 2009; Unal et al., 2008). In ad-
dition, the eco1-ts mutant contained an endogenous WT SMC3 al-
lele, which could potentially compete with the acetyl-mimic and limit 
its effects. We eliminated these issues by integrating acetyl-mimic 
alleles into an smc3-42 ts mutant. First, this strain bears an endoge-
nous wild-type ECO1 gene. Second, at nonpermissive temperature, 
the mutant smc3-42p cannot assemble cohesin or bind chromo-
somes, but the smc3 acetyl-mimics assemble cohesin (Toth et al., 
1999; Unal et al., 2008; Sutani et al., 2009). Therefore, at nonpermis-
sive temperature, we assay Smc3p acetyl-mimics when they com-
prise the sole functional cohesin in the presence of Eco1p activity.

We first tested the ability of smc3 acetyl-mimic alleles to sup-
press the smc3-42 mutant temperature sensitivity. Cells grown at 
permissive temperature were dilution plated onto yeast extract/
peptone/dextrose (YPD) media and then incubated at different tem-
peratures to assess viability (see Materials and Methods). As ex-
pected, the parent smc3-42 ts mutant was unable to grow at either 
35.5 or 37°C, whereas the integrated wild-type (WT) SMC3 enabled 
growth at all temperatures (Figure 1A). Neither the smc3-K113Q 
nor the K112Q,K113Q (QQ) allele enabled growth at 35.5 or 37°C. 
In contrast, an smc3-K112R,K113Q (RQ) allele–bearing strain grew 
relatively well at both 35.5 and 37°C.

To confirm the difference between the K113Q and RQ alleles 
with regard to supporting viability, we assessed their function in the 
absence of any other SMC3 allele, using the shuffle strategy. We 
began with a strain deleted for the chromosomal copy of SMC3 but 
kept alive by the presence of plasmid pEU42 (SMC3 URA3 CEN). 
Cells were transformed with a second “test” plasmid (CEN LEU2) 
bearing wild-type SMC3, the K113Q allele, the RQ allele, or no in-
sert. Strains were tested for the ability to survive with only the test 
plasmid by growing cells on media containing 5-fluoroorotic acid 
(5-FOA), which selectively kills URA3+ cells, thereby selecting for 
cells that have lost pEU42 (see Materials and Methods). As ex-
pected, cells bearing the wild-type SMC3 test plasmid grew well on 
FOA, whereas cells bearing the empty vector failed to grow (Figure 
1B). The K113Q test plasmid also failed to enable growth on FOA. 
In contrast, the RQ test plasmid allowed growth on FOA, albeit with 
slower growth rates and increased inviability than wild-type SMC3 
(Figure 1B). These results confirm that the smc3-RQ allele can sup-
port viability, whereas the K113Q allele cannot. Because the K112 
residue can be acetylated in the K113Q allele but not the RQ allele, 
our results suggest that hyperacetylation in the K112, K113 region is 
detrimental to cohesin function.

Mutants defective in cohesin subunits and cohesin regulators 
can be sensitive to benomyl, a microtubule inhibitor, and to camp-
tothecin, a topoisomerase I inhibitor that induces DNA damage 
(Aguilar et al., 2005; Heidinger-Pauli et al., 2010a). Indeed, strains 
bearing the RQ allele in an smc3-42 background or as the sole 
SMC3 allele were sensitive to these drugs, as well as being cold 
sensitive (Supplemental Figure S1, A–C). Therefore, even though 
the RQ allele enables viability, it is compromised for some aspect(s) 
of cohesin function.

2008). In budding yeast, cohesin binds chromosomes during late 
G1 phase in a form that cannot establish cohesion, and then dur-
ing S phase, Eco1p converts cohesin into a “cohesive” form ca-
pable of generating cohesion (Skibbens et al., 1999; Toth et al., 
1999). Insights into the biochemical basis for this conversion came 
from the identification of Eco1p as an acetyltransferase whose sub-
strates include several cohesin subunits (Ivanov et al., 2002; Rolef 
Ben-Shahar et al., 2008; Unal et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008; Onn 
et al., 2009). The key Eco1p target is Smc3p, which is acetylated at 
two evolutionarily conserved lysine residues, which are K112 and 
K113 in budding yeast (Rolef Ben-Shahar et al., 2008; Unal et al., 
2008; Zhang et al., 2008). K113 is the critical residue, as replace-
ment with arginine, a similar but nonacetylatable residue (K113R), 
blocks cohesion generation and cell viability, whereas the K112R 
mutation has no effect (Unal et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008). More-
over, the cohesion defect of an eco1 temperature-sensitive (ts) mu-
tant is significantly reduced by addition of an allele of SMC3 with 
an acetyl-mimic glutamine at K113 (K113Q), whereas the smc3-
K112Q allele has no effect (Unal et al., 2008). However, the K113Q 
allele has little to no ability to restore viability to the eco1 mutant 
(Unal et al., 2008). This raised the possibility that the acetyl-mimic 
has some limitation or that Eco1p is required for an essential co-
hesin function distinct from cohesion.

Recent work provided genetic clues into the function of Eco1p-
dependent acetylation. Whereas ECO1 is an essential gene in 
budding and fission yeasts, certain mutations in the cohesin regu-
lators WPL1 (also called RAD61) or PDS5 enabled strains deleted 
for ECO1 (eco1Δ) to be viable (Tanaka et al., 2000; Rolef Ben-
Shahar et al., 2008; Rowland et al., 2009; Sutani et al., 2009; 
Feytout et al., 2011). In mammalian cells, Wapl1p (the vertebrate 
Wpl1p orthologue) appears to antagonize cohesin, as its deple-
tion stabilizes cohesion, whereas its overexpression induces cohe-
sion loss (Gandhi et al., 2006; Kueng et al., 2006). Together these 
observations led to the model in which Wpl1p inhibits cohesin to 
block establishment and Smc3p-K113 acetylation antagonizes 
Wpl1p during S phase, thereby eliminating the inhibition and al-
lowing cohesion establishment. However, budding yeast eco1Δ 
wpl1Δ double mutants have a severe chromosomal arm cohesion 
defect when assayed in M phase–arrested cells (Rowland et al., 
2009; Sutani et al., 2009). Owing to the dogma that cohesin’s role 
in cohesion is the essential function, the eco1Δ wpl1Δ cell viability 
was assumed to reflect proper establishment of cohesion but sub-
sequent failure to maintain it through M phase (Rowland et al., 
2009; Sutani et al., 2009). It is important to note that this assump-
tion was never tested. Moreover, cohesion at centromeric proximal 
loci was never tested, making it possible that centromeric cohe-
sion was normal in eco1Δ wpl1Δ cells and thereby promoted seg-
regation. Cohesion at both CEN-proximal and distal loci must be 
more rigorously characterized to elucidate how Wpl1p modulates 
cohesion establishment in budding yeast.

In summary, previous studies of Eco1p regulation of cohesin 
yielded two surprising observations that uncouple levels of cohe-
sion and cell viability. First, Smc3p acetyl-mimics integrated into an 
eco1 ts mutant cannot support viability despite their ability to sig-
nificantly restore arm cohesion. Second, eco1Δ wpl1Δ cells are vi-
able despite their severe arm cohesion defect. These apparently 
paradoxical results prompted us to reexamine cohesion, chromo-
some structure, and viability in Smc3p acetyl-mimic–bearing cells 
and in eco1Δ wpl1Δ cells. Our results provide important and sur-
prising insights into the roles of Eco1p, Smc3p acetylation, and 
Wpl1p in cohesin regulation both for cohesion and its noncohe-
sion functions.
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sion at a centromere-proximal locus (TRP1) 
located 10 kb from CEN4 (see Materials 
and Methods). Haploid smc3-42 ts cells 
alone or also bearing a WT or smc3 acetyl-
mimic were synchronously arrested in mid 
M phase at 35°C, using nocodazole as de-
scribed. Similar to the arm locus, mid-M-
phase cells from the smc3-RQ- or K113Q-
allele bearing strains were defective for 
cohesion, whereas cohesion was restored 
by wild-type SMC3 (Figure 2C). Thus the 
smc3-RQ and K113Q alleles are defective 
in their ability to generate cohesion at both 
CEN-proximal and distal loci.

Mutants in the cohesin-associated Pds5p 
establish cohesion at nearly wild-type levels 
but fail to maintain it during mitosis (Tanaka 
et al., 2001; Stead et al., 2003). Therefore we 
performed a time course to assess whether 
the cohesion loss observed in mid M phase–
arrested smc3-RQ or K113Q cells was due 
to a defect in cohesion establishment or 
maintenance. Cells were synchronously re-
leased from G1 arrest and then rearrested in 
mid M phase at 35.5°C, using nocodazole as 
described, except that cell aliquots were 
taken at 10- to 15-min intervals following re-
lease from G1 phase. As expected for the 

WT SMC3 allele, few cells had two GFP spots at any time point 
(Figure 2D). The smc3-42 mutant alone or bearing either the smc3-
RQ or K113Q allele had two GFP spots arising near the time of rep-
lication, indicating a defect in cohesion establishment (Figure 2D). 
Together these data show that both the K113Q and RQ alleles have 
the same severe defect in the establishment of cohesion.

The eco1Δ wpl1Δ double mutant is viable but has a severe 
defect in cohesion establishment
Recent studies suggested that Smc3p acetylation merely serves to 
remove Wpl1p-mediated inhibition to cohesion establishment, be-
cause budding yeast cells deleted for both ECO1 and WPL1 (eco1Δ 
wpl1Δ) are viable (Rolef Ben-Shahar et al., 2008; Rowland et al., 
2009; Sutani et al., 2009). Our data showing that the smc3-RQ or 
K113Q acetyl-mimics fail to establish cohesion is inconsistent with 
this simple model since the mimics should antagonize Wpl1p. How-
ever, one cannot exclude the possibility that the acetyl-mimics are 
not functionally equivalent to Smc3p acetylation. Therefore we as-
sayed cohesion at the LYS4 arm locus in eco1Δ wpl1Δ double mu-
tants synchronously arrested in mid M phase, using nocodazole as 
described. For controls, we assayed wild-type cells and a wpl1Δ 
single mutant. Wild-type cells have cohesion, so very few cells had 
two GFP signals (Figure 3A). Most eco1Δ wpl1Δ cells had two GFP 
spots, indicating a major cohesion defect, whereas the wpl1Δ single 
mutant had a moderate defect (Figure 3A). Such a major defect in 
arm cohesion was previously seen in eco1Δ wpl1Δ cells arrested in 
mid M phase (Rowland et al., 2009; Sutani et al., 2009). We also as-
sayed cohesion at the centromere-proximal locus (TRP1) in cells syn-
chronously arrested in mid M phase. Most eco1Δ wpl1Δ cells had 
two GFP spots, indicating a major cohesion defect (Figure 3B). Thus 
eco1Δ wpl1Δ cells are defective for cohesion at both CEN-proximal 
and distal loci.

We next performed a time course to determine when cohesion 
was lost at the LYS4 arm locus in eco1Δ wpl1Δ cells. WT and eco1-ts 

The smc3-RQ allele promotes viability despite being 
severely defective in cohesion establishment
We next investigated the mechanism by which the smc3-RQ allele 
supports viability but the K113Q allele does not. Given the impor-
tance of sister chromatid cohesion, we assayed cohesion in a parent 
smc3-42 strain alone or bearing an additional integrated SMC3 al-
lele—the wild type, the K113Q, or the RQ allele. Mid-log-phase 
cells were arrested in G1 phase (using α factor) at permissive tem-
perature (23°C) for smc3-42 and then synchronously released at the 
nonpermissive temperature (35.5°C) in the presence of nocodazole 
to rearrest in mid M phase. G1 and mid M phase–arrested cells were 
scored for cohesion at LYS4 (located 470 kb from CEN4 on the chro-
mosome IV right arm) using a LacO/LacI system and for DNA con-
tent using flow cytometry (see Materials and Methods).

As expected, nearly 80% of the parent smc3-42 haploid cells had 
two green fluorescent protein (GFP) spots, indicating a severe cohe-
sion defect, whereas adding WT SMC3 generated normal cohesion, 
so that few cells had two GFP spots (Figure 2A). For both the K113Q- 
and RQ-bearing strains, >60% of cells had two GFP spots, indicating 
that neither allele efficiently restored cohesion. G1-phase cells in all 
strains had a single GFP spot, demonstrating that mid M-phase cells 
with two GFP spots were not due to preexisting aneuploidy. We 
next assayed cohesion in strains in which either WT SMC3 or the 
smc3-RQ alleles provide the sole SMC3 source. Cells were synchro-
nously released from G1 phase (using α factor) and then rearrested 
in mid M phase using nocodazole (see Materials and Methods). Co-
hesion was assayed at the arm (LYS4) locus (Figure 2B). As expected, 
few mid-M-phase WT cells had two GFP spots. In contrast, the 
smc3-RQ allele cells had two GFP spots in >50% of mid M phase–
arrested cells, indicating defective arm cohesion and confirming 
results for the RQ allele in the smc3-42 strain.

A simple explanation for viability of smc3-RQ bearing cells is 
that cohesion forms at CEN-proximal regions to enable bipolar 
spindle attachments. To assess this possibility, we examined cohe-

FIGURE 1: The smc3-RQ allele promotes viability but the K113Q or QQ alleles do not. (A) Effect 
of smc3 acetyl-mimics on smc3-42 temperature sensitivity. Haploid VG3358 3B (smc3-42) alone 
(–) or with a second SMC3 allele, (WT) VG3377-1A, (K113Q) VG3423-1A, (QQ) VG3378-2A, or 
(RQ) VG3424-2A, grown at 23°C, plated at 10-fold serial dilutions on YPD, and incubated 3 d at 
23, 30, 35.5, or 37°C. (B) Ability of smc3 acetyl-mimic alleles to support viability as the sole 
SMC3. Haploid VG3464-16C with pEU42 (SMC3 CEN URA3) and test plasmid bearing either no 
insert (–), SMC3 (WT), smc3K113Q (K113Q), or smc3K112R,K113Q (RQ) grown at 30°C, plated in 
fivefold serial dilutions on FOA or YPD, and incubated at 30°C.
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cells (Supplemental Figure S2). This dual 
sensitivity and lower viability is similar to that 
of the smc3-RQ cells and is consistent with a 
loss of cohesion (Supplemental Figure S1, A 
and B). Thus eco1Δ wpl1Δ cells fail to estab-
lish cohesion, and this, together with data 
from cells bearing the smc3-RQ allele, sup-
ports our conclusion that budding yeast cells 
can survive with extremely poor cohesion 
establishment.

Sister chromatids segregate despite 
severe defects in cohesion 
establishment
Our results raise two important questions. 
First, if cohesion is essential for bipolar at-
tachments and sister chromatid segrega-
tion, how can the smc3-RQ and the eco1Δ 
wpl1Δ strains be viable with such poor cohe-
sion establishment? Second, given that they 
exhibit the same large cohesion defect, why 
are smc3-RQ allele–bearing and eco1Δ 
wpl1Δ mutant strains viable, whereas the 
K113Q allele–bearing strain is inviable? Be-
cause sister chromatids must segregate to 
opposite poles to enable viability, we exam-
ined whether the smc3-RQ allele can some-
how promote segregation in smc3-42 cells, 
whereas the K113Q allele cannot. Strains 
were synchronously released from G1 phase 
at 35.5°C into YPD media but, unlike before, 
without adding nocodazole. This regimen 
allowed spindle formation, chromosome 
segregation, and cell division. We readded 
α factor as soon as buds formed in most 
cells to allow completion of only one cell 
cycle and subsequent rearrest in G1 phase. 
Cells were marked at the CEN4-proximal 
(TRP1) locus. We scored the number of GFP 
spots per cell and their position within cells 
to assay cohesion and segregation, respec-
tively (see Materials and Methods).

We first analyzed when sister chromatid 
cohesion was lost. Wild-type cells had only 

one GFP signal from G1 phase though completion of S phase, in-
dicative of normal cohesion (Figure 4, A and B). WT cells entered 
anaphase by 60 min, and so sister cohesion is dissolved and most 
cells have two GFP signals. This percentage decreased from 90 min 
onward as chromosome segregation is completed and cells exit mi-
tosis and rearrest in G1 phase (Figure 4, A and B). In contrast, for the 
smc3-42 mutant, alone or with either the K113Q or the RQ allele, 
cells with two GFP signals began accumulating from the time of 
replication (Figure 4, A and B). Therefore establishment is defective 
at a CEN-proximal locus, as well as at the arm locus. Cells accumu-
lated as large-budded cells with 2C DNA content (Figure 4, A and 
B), indicative of delay in mitosis, which is expected for cells defec-
tive in cohesion (Guacci et al., 1997).

We next analyzed sister chromatid disjunction in anaphase/telo-
phase cells. Chromosomes were scored as having disjoined when 
one GFP spot (sister chromatid) segregated into each cell body of a 
large-budded cell. Sister chromatids were scored as exhibiting non-
disjunction when two GFP spots cosegregated into one cell body, 

(eco1-203; originally called ctf7-203) cells were used as controls. 
Cells were synchronously released from G1 phase into media con-
taining nocodazole at 33°C, the nonpermissive temperature for the 
eco1-ts allele. Aliquots were analyzed for cohesion and DNA con-
tent at 10- to 15-min intervals. Very few wild-type cells had two GFP 
spots, whereas 70% of cells in both the eco1Δ wpl1Δ and eco1-ts 
mutants had two GFP spots. More important, cohesion loss ap-
peared concomitant with DNA replication in both eco1Δ wpl1Δ and 
eco1-ts mutants (Figure 3, C and D). Of interest, there was ∼10-min 
delay in DNA replication in eco1-ts cells compared with eco1Δ wpl1Δ 
cells (compare 40-min time points), which corresponded to ∼10-min 
delay in the appearance of two GFP spots in the eco1-ts cells (Figure 
3, C and D). Small perturbations in replication have been noted 
when cohesin or cohesin regulators are perturbed, but the mecha-
nism responsible for this phenomenon is unclear (Skibbens, 2011). 
Finally, we assayed eco1Δ wpl1Δ cells for sensitivity to benomyl and 
camptothecin. The eco1Δ wpl1Δ cells are highly sensitive to both 
drugs and exhibit increased inviability compared with WT or wpl1Δ 

FIGURE 2: smc3 acetyl-mimics are defective in cohesion at CEN-proximal and distal loci. Cells 
released from G1 and then arrested in mid M phase. The percentage of cells with two GFP 
signals is plotted. (A) Cohesion loss at CEN-distal locus (LYS4) in smc3-42 background at mid M 
phase (35.5°C). Haploid VG3358-3B (smc3-42) alone or with a second SMC3 allele, (WT) VG3377-
1A, (K113Q) VG3423-1A, or (RQ) VG3424-2A. (B) Cohesion loss at CEN-distal locus (LYS4) in 
shuffle strains at mid M phase (30°C). Strains have SMC3 (WT) VG3471-WT or (RQ) VG3471-WT 
as sole SMC3. (C) Cohesion loss at a CEN-proximal locus (TRP1) in smc3-42 background at mid 
M phase (35.5°C). Haploid VG3357-3A (smc3-42) alone or with a second SMC3 allele, (WT) 
VG3447-1B, (K113Q) VG3449-3B, or (RQ) VG3450-4B. (D) Time course to monitor cohesion loss 
at a CEN-distal locus (LYS4). Strains from A scored at 10- to 15-min intervals after G1 release 
into mid-M-phase arrest (35.5°C). (E) DNA content. Data were derived from two independent 
experiments, and error bars are SD. For cohesion assays, 100–400 cells were scored for each 
data point in each experiment.
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whereas the other had no GFP spot (see Materials and Methods). 
Because cohesion enables bipolar attachments, cells with defective 
cohesion should be unable to achieve bipolar attachments, and ran-
dom (50% disjunction) segregation of sister chromatids is expected. 
For WT cells, anaphase/telophase cells were most abundant at 
75 min after release, and so disjunction was scored at that time. As 
expected, disjunction was observed in virtually all large-budded 
cells (Figure 4C). The two cell bodies contained equal-sized 4′,6-di-
amidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) masses, consistent with disjunction 
of all sister chromatids (data not shown). The RQ, K113Q, and par-
ent smc3-42 mutants were scored at 120 min after release since 
most remained in anaphase/telophase cells, and only some cells 
completed division (Figure 4C). It is surprising that, despite the fail-
ure to establish cohesion, disjunction was observed in 75% or more 
of smc3-42 mutants cells alone or containing the K113Q or the 
smc3-RQ allele (Figure 4C). Moreover, the two cell bodies often 
contained two equal-sized DAPI masses, consistent with disjunction 
of most sister chromatids. We also scored the smaller number of G1 
phase cells that exited mitosis (see Materials and Methods). The re-
sults were similar to that seen with large-budded cells—sister chro-
matids disjoined in most cells (Supplemental Figure S3A). Thus sis-
ter chromatids disjoin surprisingly well even when cohesion 
establishment is dramatically impaired.

The nonrandom segregation of sister chromatids observed with 
smc3-42 mutants suggests budding yeast does not require cohesin-
mediated cohesion to promote segregation. To test this conclusion 
further, we performed the same disjunction assay using a mutant in 
the MCD1 cohesin subunit (mcd1-1), previously shown to be defec-
tive for establishment (Guacci et al., 1997; Noble et al., 2006). As 
before, WT cells had one GFP signal from G1 phase until anaphase 
onset, when cells with two GFP spots accumulated, and then de-
creased as cells exit mitosis and rearrest in G1 phase (Figure 5, A 
and B). WT anaphase/telophase cells show disjunction in almost all 
cells by 75 min, with equal-sized and completely separated DNA 
masses present in each bud (Figure 5, C and D). The mcd1-1 mutant 
cells, like the smc3-42 mutant cells, had two GFP signals during and 
soon after replication due to a failure to establish cohesion, and 
then accumulated as large-budded cells with two GFP signals 
(Figure 5, A and B). By 105 min, disjunction was observed in >75% 
of anaphase/telophase mcd1-1 cells (Figure 5C). Moreover, two 
equal-sized separated DNA masses were seen, consistent with dis-
junction of most sister chromatids (Figure 5D). Similar high levels of 
disjunction were observed in unbudded (G1 phase) mcd1-1 cells 
that had completed one cell cycle (Supplemental Figure S3B). We 
noted that segregation was delayed in mcd1-1 cells, as shown by 
comparison of the 75-min time points in mcd1-1 and wild-type cells, 
but ultimately sister chromatids disjoined (Supplemental Figure S3C 
and Figure 5D). Therefore, in mcd1-1 and smc3-42 mutant cells, 
most sisters precociously dissociate but subsequently properly dis-
join, revealing the existence of a cohesin-independent segregation 
pathway. This cohesin-independent pathway helps to explain how 
the smc3-RQ strain and likely the eco1Δ wapl1Δ strain are viable 
despite their dramatic defect in cohesion establishment.

Sister chromatid cohesion is required for segregation 
when spindle assembly is delayed
A likely mechanism for cohesin-independent cohesion arises from 
some unusual features of budding yeast. During early S phase, a 
bipolar spindle forms and sister kinetochores achieve stable bipolar 
attachments concurrent with DNA replication (Pringle et al., 1997; 
McCarroll and Fangman, 1988; Kitamura et al., 2007). In essence, 
unreplicated DNA surrounding the duplicated centromeres acts as 

FIGURE 3: eco1Δ wpl1Δ cells are defective in cohesion at CEN-
proximal and distal loci. The percentage of cells with two GFP signals 
is plotted. Cells released from G1 phase were arrested in mid M 
phase at 33°C. (A) Cohesion loss at a CEN-distal locus (LYS4) in mid M 
phase. Haploids VG3349-1B (WT), VG3360-3D (wpl1Δ), VG3503-1B 
(eco1Δ wpl1Δ), and VG3503-4A (eco1Δ wpl1Δ). (B) Cohesion loss at 
CEN-proximal locus (TRP1) in mid M phase. Haploids VG3460-2A 
(WT), VG3513-1B (wpl1Δ), VG3502-2A (eco1Δ wpl1Δ), and VG3503-4C 
(eco1Δ wpl1Δ). (C) Kinetics of cohesion loss at a CEN-distal locus 
(LYS4). Haploids VG3349-1B (WT), VG3506-5D (eco1-ts), VG3503-1B 
(eco1Δwpl1Δ), and VG3503-4A (eco1Δ wpl1Δ) assayed for cohesion 
loss after release from G1 phase. (D) FACS. Data were derived from 
two independent experiments, and error bars are SD. For cohesion 
assays,100–400 cells were scored for each data point in each 
experiment.
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a surrogate for cohesion. This alternative 
pathway should be rendered nonfunctional 
by delaying spindle assembly until after 
DNA replication. If so, inducing such a delay 
in cohesion-defective cells should result in 
random segregation since they rely on this 
putative alternative pathway.

To test whether this is the case, WT and 
mcd1-1 cells marked at a CEN4-proximal 
(TRP1) were synchronously released from 
G1 phase at 35.5°C in the presence of 
nocodazole. Treatment with nocodazole 
blocks spindle assembly and induces mid-
M-phase arrest. As expected, most WT cells 
arrested in mid M phase had one GFP sig-
nal, whereas mcd1-1 cells had two GFP sig-
nals, indicating the presence or absence of 
cohesion, respectively (Figure 6A). Cells 
were then washed free of nocodazole and 
grown in YPD to allow cells to assemble 
spindles and enter anaphase (see Materials 
and Methods). Disjunction of sister chroma-
tids was scored in large-budded cells as de-
scribed. Most WT cells had one GFP signal 
in each cell body and equal-sized DNA 
masses indicative of proper disjunction 
(Figure 6, B and C). In contrast, mcd1-1 cells 
had two GFP signals randomly distributed 
(∼50% disjunction) in cells (Figure 6B). More-
over, DNA masses were unequal and lo-
cated throughout the two cell bodies 
(Figure 6C). Thus, delaying spindle forma-
tion resulted in random segregation in 
mcd1-1 cells. There results are consistent 
with our hypothesis that S phase–coupled 
spindle assembly provides an alternative 
pathway enabling cohesion-defective cells 
to segregate sister chromatids.

Wpl1p and Smc3p acetylation regulate 
condensation independent of cohesion
Cohesin-independent segregation provides 
the means for cells with dramatic defects in 
establishment to segregate their sister chro-
matids. However, it remained unclear why 
smc3-RQ and eco1Δ wpl1Δ mutant cells are 
viable, whereas K113Q cells are inviable, 
given that they exhibit the same large cohe-
sion defect. This differential viability suggests 
that the smc3-RQ and eco1Δ wpl1Δ strains 
are able to execute an essential cohesin-me-
diated function that K113Q cells cannot. We 
speculated that condensation could be that 

FIGURE 4: Sister chromatids segregate in smc3-42 mutants with or without acetyl mimics. 
Strains from Figure 2C smc3-42 mutant (smc3) or with a second SMC3 allele, WT, K113Q, or RQ, 
released from G1 at 35.5°C to allow one cell cycle before rearrest in G1. Chromosome IV 
monitored at a CEN4-proximal locus (TRP1). (A, B) Time course assessing cohesion loss. 
(A) Percentage of cells with two GFP signals. (B) DNA content. (C). Chromosome IV sister 
chromatid disjunction scored in large-budded cells. Dotted line marks the 50% disjunction 
expected for random segregation. For cohesion and nondisjunction assays, 100–400 cells were 
scored for each data point in each experiment.

FIGURE 5: Sister chromatids segregate in mcd1-1 mutant cells released from G1 phase at 
nonpermissive temperature. Haploid WT (VG3460-2A) and mcd1-1 mutant (VG3456-2C) cells 
released from G1 arrest at 35.5°C and allowed to complete one cell cycle. Chromosome IV was 
monitored at a CEN4-proximal locus (TRP1). (A, B) Time course to assess cohesion loss. 
(A) Percentage of cells with two GFP signals. (B) DNA content. (C). Chromosome IV sister 
chromatid disjunction scored in large-budded cells. Dotted line marks 50% disjunction expected 

for random segregation. (D) Micrographs 
showing the TRP1 locus (GFP) and total 
chromosome DNA (DAPI). For cohesion 
assays and nondisjunction assays, data were 
derived from two independent experiments, 
and error bars are SD. For each data point in 
each experiment 100–400 cells were scored.
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condensation of the rDNA locus (see Materials and Methods), which 
is commonly used to monitor chromosome condensation in budding 
yeast (Guacci et al., 1993, 1994, 1997; Hartman et al., 2000; Lavoie 
et al., 2002, 2004). Mid M phase–arrested WT cells had a single rDNA 
loop adjacent to the bulk DNA (Figures 7, A and B), indicative of sis-
ter chromatids that are condensed and have cohesion (Guacci et al., 
1993, 1994, 1997). In contrast, in smc3-42 cells, the rDNA formed an 
amorphous cap, indicative of a failure to property condense (Figures 
7, A and B), similar to that previously seen in the mcd1-1 cohesin 
mutant (Guacci et al., 1997). In the K113Q allele–bearing cells, the 
rDNA formed an amorphous signal similar to the case of the smc3-42 
alone (Figure 7B). In contrast, in the RQ-bearing cells, the rDNA 
formed loop-like structures in ∼50% of cells, indicative of restored 
condensation (Figure 7, A and B). Of interest, the rDNA loops formed 
in the RQ cells were not a single tight loop as in the WT, but rather 
appeared as either split loops or wide loops (Figure 7C). Split loops 
likely represented condensed rDNA with precociously separated sis-
ters. Wide loops were likely partially condensed, but we could not 
assess the status of cohesion.

Budding yeast chromosome condensation also requires Eco1p 
activity, since eco1-ts/ctf7-ts mutant is defective in condensation 
(Skibbens et al., 1999). Therefore we examined whether deletion of 
WPL1 could enable condensation without ECO1 inactivity. For this 
purpose we examined rDNA condensation in eco1Δ wpl1Δ cells ar-
rested in mid M phase. The number of eco1Δ wpl1Δ mutant cells 
that exhibited loop-like rDNA was close to that of WT cells (Figure 
7D). Like the RQ allele–bearing cells, eco1Δ wpl1Δ mutant cells con-
tained rDNA as either split loops or wide loops rather than the single 
tight loop seen in WT cells. Thus the ability to condense the rDNA 
in the smc3-RQ cells and the eco1Δ wpl1Δ double mutant, but not 
the K113Q cells, correlates with their ability to restore viability. These 
results are consistent with the idea that condensation is the essential 
cohesin function executed in the smc3-RQ allele–bearing cells and 
eco1Δ wpl1Δ cells. Moreover, it supports the idea that Eco1p-medi-
ated acetylation and Wpl1p play roles in regulating chromosome 
condensation.

DISCUSSION
Here we study the roles of Smc3p acetylation, the Eco1p acetyl-
transferase, Wpl1p, and cohesin in cohesion establishment, as well 
as in the greater context of sister chromatid disjunction, condensa-
tion, and cell viability. We show that eco1Δ wpl1Δ cells establish 
cohesion very poorly, if at all. This failure to establish cohesion con-
tradicts the prevailing Wpl1p-centric model, which was based upon 
the incorrect assumption that the ability of a wpl1Δ to restore viabil-
ity to an eco1Δ mutant serves as a surrogate marker for cohesion 
establishment (Rolef Ben-Shahar et al., 2008; Rowland et al., 2009; 
Sutani et al., 2009). Our result demonstrates that Eco1p promotes 
S phase cohesion establishment by a mechanism other than, or in 
addition to, antagonizing Wpl1p. One additional function for acety-
lation may be modulating the Smc3p ATPase (Unal et al., 2008). 
Consistent with this, Smc3p K113 residue is predicted to be in close 
proximity to the Walker A/B domain (Unal et al., 2008). Genetic 
analyses support this view, as K113 acetyl-mimics limit the toxicity of 
Smc3p hydrolysis mutants (Heidinger-Pauli et al., 2010b). Our data 
do not rule out the possibility that Eco1p-mediated acetylation of 
other cohesin subunits contributes to establishment.

A second insight into the mechanism responsible for cohesion 
establishment comes from our observation that smc3 acetyl-mimic 
alleles fail to establish cohesion when present as the sole functional 
Smc3p in cells. This failure could reflect a role for temporal regula-
tion in establishment, as Smc3p acetylation normally occurs at the 

FIGURE 6: Random segregation of sister chromatids in mcd1-1 cells 
released from nocodazole arrest. WT (VG3460-2A) and mcd1-1 
mutant (VG3456-2C) cells arrested in mid M phase 35.5°C using 
nocodazole and then released from arrest (23°C). Chromosome IV 
monitored at a CEN4-proximal locus (TRP1). (A) Cohesion at mid-M-
phase arrest. Percentage of cells with two GFP signals plotted for G1 
and mid-M-phase cells. (B, C) Large-budded cells assayed 2 h after 
release from nocodazole. (B) Disjunction of chromosome IV sisters. 
Dotted line marks 50% disjunction expected for random segregation. 
(C) Micrographs showing chromosomal DNA (DAPI) and CEN-
proximal locus of chromosome IV sisters (GFP). For cohesion and 
nondisjunction assays, 200–400 cells were scored for each data point.

essential function, as cohesin is required for mitotic chromosome 
condensation in budding yeast (Guacci et al., 1997; Lavoie et al., 
2004).

To assess this possibility, we first asked whether the RQ allele dif-
fers from the K113Q allele in its ability to mediate condensation. 
Mutant smc3-42 cells alone or bearing an additional SMC3 WT, 
K113Q, or RQ allele were synchronously released from G1 phase at 
35.5°C and arrested in mid M phase using nocodazole. Cells were 
fixed and subjected fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) to assay 
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tive for cohesion, only the smc3-RQ and 
eco1Δ wpl1Δ strains are competent for con-
densation of the rDNA locus and are viable. 
This suggests that Eco1p antagonizes 
Wpl1p to allow condensation. Smc3p acety-
lation/removal of Wpl1p inhibition may rep-
resent a bifurcation step in which cohesin’s 
fate subsequently diverges, followed by dif-
ferential regulation of cohesin’s cohesive 
and condensive functions (Figure 8A). The 
difference in the ability of the RQ and K113Q 
alleles to promote condensation suggests 
that, like cohesion establishment, the timing 
or amount of acetylation may be important 
for condensation.

The correlation between viability and 
ability to condense rDNA is consistent with 
condensation being the essential function 
executed in the smc3-RQ and eco1Δ wpl1Δ 
strains. However, Smc3p acetylation could 
also regulate other, noncohesive functions 
of cohesin. In fact the smc3-RQ and K113Q 
strains are sensitive to the DNA-damaging 
agent camptothecin, suggesting this acety-
lation may inhibit repair (this study). Bud-
ding yeast cohesin has also been shown to 
play a role in transcriptional regulation and 
to promote intramolecular loops at peri-
centric heterochromatin that are believed 
to help promote segregation (Yeh et al., 
2008; Skibbens et al., 2010). We did not as-
sess these functions and so cannot rule out 
that they contribute to the restoration of 
viability.

Might acetylation of cohesin regulate 
condensation in other organisms? Cohesin 
has been shown to be important in meiotic 

chromosome condensation in budding and fission yeasts, as well as 
in mice (Ding et al., 2006; Revenkova et al., 2004; Jin et al., 2009). A 
recent study using Xenopus egg extracts indicated that cohesin 
plays a role in condensation when chromosomes were converted 
into a more mitotic structure by altering the ratio of condensins I and 
II (Shintomi and Hirano, 2011). Together these results suggest that 
cohesin plays a conserved role in templating chromosome structure 
to enable proper mitotic and meiotic condensation in eukaryotes. 
Therefore it will be interesting to examine the role of cohesin acety-
lation and Wpl1p in condensation in other organisms. However, 
metazoans also contain additional proteins that modulate chromo-
some structure (condensin II complex and sororin) that are not found 
in budding yeast (Ono et al., 2003; Rankin et al., 2005). These ad-
ditional proteins may contribute to or alter how acetylation or Wpl1p 
regulates cohesin’s role in condensation.

The ability to condense chromosomes in the smc3-RQ and 
eco1Δ wpl1Δ strains cannot explain their viability with gross defects 
in cohesion establishment, since cohesin is assumed to be required 
for bipolar attachments and segregation. Contrary to this dogma, 
we show that these strains, as well as those abrogated for Mcd1p 
and Smc3p function, disjoin sister chromatids reasonably well. This 
cohesin-independent disjunction likely stems from the unusual bi-
ology of budding yeast, in which sister kinetochores and the spin-
dle are assembled early in S phase. The unreplicated DNA around 
the sister kinetochores acts a surrogate for cohesion, enabling 

onset of S phase, and Eco1p has been genetically and biochemi-
cally linked with the replication fork and fork components (Onn 
et al., 2008; Skibbens, 2011). However, in both human and yeast 
cells, the cohesion defect of the acetyl-mimic can be partially over-
come by the presence of a second copy of wild-type Smc3p (Unal 
et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008). It is important that, in these cells, 
Smc3p is unable to undergo temporal acetylation because of abro-
gation of Eco1p activity. These results suggest that limiting the 
amount of Smc3p acetylation is as important as, if not more impor-
tant than, temporal regulation. Indeed, only a subset of Smc3p is 
acetylated in human and yeast cells, consistent with a regulation to 
limit acetylation levels (Zhang et al., 2008). Furthermore, HOS1 has 
been identified as an Smc3p deacetylase in budding yeast, and 
hos1Δ mutant cells have a slightly increased pool of acetylated 
Smc3p along with minor defects in cohesion (Beckouet et al., 2010; 
Borges et al., 2010; Xiong et al., 2010). Thus the ratio of acetylated 
to nonacetylated Smc3p likely is an important contributor to cohe-
sion establishment whose mechanism needs to be elucidated.

Studies of cohesin regulators such as Eco1p acetylation and 
Wpl1p have focused on their roles in sister chromatid cohesion. Yet 
it is known that cohesin and the cohesin regulators Eco1p and 
Pds5p are required for proper mitotic chromosome condensation in 
budding yeast (Guacci et al., 1997; Hartman et al., 2000; Lavoie 
et al., 2002; Skibbens et al., 1999). Here we show that although 
smc3-RQ, eco1Δ wpl1Δ, and smc3-K113Q strains are equally defec-

FIGURE 7: smc3-RQ allele–bearing smc3-42 cells and eco1Δ wpl1Δ cells promote chromosome 
condensation at the rDNA locus. (A–C) Haploid strains from Figure 2A, smc3-42 parent alone 
(smc3) or containing a second SMC3 allele, WT, K113Q, or RQ, were synchronously arrested in 
mid M phase at 35.5°C using nocodazole as described in Figure 2A. The rDNA resides in the 
nucleolus adjacent to the bulk chromosomal DNA. (A) Micrographs of WT and smc3-42 cells 
subjected to FISH. Bulk chromosomal DNA (DAPI) and rDNA detected using FISH (rDNA). 
Arrows indicate rDNA in DAPI-stained images. (B) Quantitation of rDNA condensation by 
scoring loop-like rDNA structure. (C) Micrographs of RQ allele in smc3-42 cells subjected to 
FISH. DAPI-stained bulk chromosomal DNA shown with arrows indicating rDNA. (D) WT and 
eco1Δ wpl1Δ cells from Figure 3A subjected to FISH as described in A and quantified as 
described in B. Data were derived from two independent experiments, and error bars are SD. 
For condensation assays, 50–150 nuclei were scored for each data point in each experiment.
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S phase is an unusual feature of budding 
yeast, the principle of cohesin-independent 
segregation is worth considering in other 
eukaryotic organisms as well. For example, 
DNA catenation can link sisters without co-
hesin (Vagnarelli et al., 2004), and so, in or-
ganisms in which catenation persists into 
mitosis, such as fission yeast (Uemura et al., 
1987), cohesin-independent segregation 
may exist and influence chromosome seg-
regation and viability.

Mutations in cohesin and its regulators 
have been implicated in cancer and in de-
velopmental diseases, making the elucida-
tion of cohesin regulation of medical rele-
vance (Wang et al., 2004; Dorsett, 2007). 
For developmental diseases, the severity of 
the disease state does not correlate with the 
level of defective cohesion, implicating co-
hesin’s noncohesive functions and illustrat-
ing the importance of elucidating their reg-
ulation (Dorsett and Krantz, 2009). However, 
the essential role of cohesin in sister chro-
matid cohesion rendered it difficult to as-
sess the importance of cohesin’s noncohe-
sive functions to cell viability. Our discovery 
that budding yeast cells are viable without 
efficient cohesion establishment provides a 
platform with which to genetically dissect 
noncohesive functions of cohesin.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Yeast strains, media, and reagents
Yeast strains used in this study are A364A background, and their 
genotypes are listed in Supplemental Figure S4. Synthetic complete 
minimal and YPD media were prepared as described (Guacci et al., 
1997). For plates used to assess drug sensitivity, Benomyl (a gift 
from DuPont, Wilmington, DE) made as a 10 mg/ml stock (in DMSO) 
was added to a final concentration of 10 μg/ml in media cooled to 
55°C. Camptothecin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was made as a 
4 mg/ml stock (in DMSO) and added to final concentration of 15 μg/
ml YPD media containing 50 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-pipera-
zineethanesulfonic acid, pH 7.4.

Plasmids
For SMC3 allele integrations, plasmid pEU40 (SMC3 URA3) and its 
derivatives containing acetyl-mimics were linearized by SmaI diges-
tion and transformed into relevant yeast strains to integrate at the 
ura3-52 locus. These plasmids were previously described (Unal 
et al., 2008), except for the K112R,K113Q (RQ) derivative, which we 
made using site-directed mutagenesis via the Stratagene 
QuikChange Kit. The RQ mutation was confirmed by sequencing 
the entire open reading frame, as well as the promoter region.

For plasmid shuffle, plasmid pEU42 (SMC3 URA3 CEN) and the 
test pEU41 test plasmid (SMC3 CEN LEU2) and its acetyl-mimic al-
leles were previously described, except for the RQ allele, which was 
made and confirmed as described for pEU40 RQ (Unal et al., 2008). 
Plasmid pRS315 (CEN LEU2) was the empty vector test plasmid.

Dilution plating assays
Cells were grown to saturation in YPD media at 23°C (or 30°C 
when listed), diluted to OD600 1.0 using YPD, and then plated in 

bipolar attachments (Figure 8B). As replication is completed, the 
sister chromatids precociously separate, yet segregate properly. As 
predicted by this model, delaying spindle assembly until mitosis 
abrogates cohesin-independent segregation (this study).

Is this cohesin-independent pathway sufficient on its own to pro-
mote viability, or is it supplemented by a small amount of residual 
cohesin-mediated cohesion that persists in our mutants? We cannot 
rule out the latter possibility. However, it is clear from the inviability 
and gross chromosome missegregation that result from inhibiting 
the S phase–coupled pathway that the cohesin-independent mech-
anism contributes significantly to viability. In fact our analysis likely 
underestimates the efficacy of disjunction via the cohesin-indepen-
dent mechanism. The RQ shows disjunction of 85% of chromosome 
IV by our assay. If this were the true rate of disjunction on all chro-
mosomes, one would not expect any viable cells, so our assay must 
underestimate disjunction. One possibility is that smaller chromo-
somes may disjoin better than chromosome IV, which is the second 
longest yeast chromosome. Because smc3-RQ and eco1Δ wpl1Δ 
strains only partially restore condensation, larger chromosomes 
may be more prone to tangling and delayed segregation. Even 
though we underestimated the fidelity of the cohesin-independent 
mechanism for disjunction under unperturbed growth, this pathway 
is very sensitive to microtubule inhibitors (this study; Sutani et al., 
2009). Therefore cohesin-independent segregation is unlikely to be 
robust enough to enable viability when confronted with environ-
mental stresses found commonly in nature, such as spindle damage 
or low temperatures.

Is cohesin-independent segregation unique to budding yeast? 
This replication-coupled mechanism is reminiscent of bacteria, 
where early-replicating regions segregate before replication is 
complete (Draper and Gober, 2002). Although spindle assembly in 

FIGURE 8: (A) Model for regulation of cohesin’s roles in cohesion and condensation. Cohesin in 
noncohesive form (circle). Eco1p acetylates Smc3p to remove Wpl1p inhibition to form activated 
cohesin (square). Activated cohesin can be used for either cohesion (oval) or condensation 
(diamond), depending on the activity of unidentified downstream regulators. (B) Model for 
cohesin-independent segregation. In early S phase, sister kinetochores form bipolar spindle 
attachments (left). By mid S phase, replicated regions precociously separate, but sister 
kinetochores retain their bipolar attachments due to unreplicated regions (middle). When 
replication is completed, poleward movements ensue, enabling sister segregation to opposite 
poles (right).
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GFP signal/cells with one GFP signal plus 2× the cells with two GFP 
signals) × 100.

Fluorescence in situ hybridization 
FISH was performed as previously described, except the proteinase 
K concentration was reduced to 10 μg/ml (Guacci et al., 1997). The 
rDNA probe directly nick translating plasmid pVG303, which is 
pUC19 containing a 4.6-kb BglII rDNA fragment from p362 bearing 
the 5′ half of the rDNA repeat, was previously described (Guacci 
et al., 1994).

Flow cytometry analysis
This was performed as previously described.
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10-fold serial dilutions. Cells were incubated on plates at relevant 
temperatures as described. For plasmid shuffle, cells were grown 
at 30°C in SC-LEU media to saturation to allow loss of plasmid 
pEU42 (SMC3 CEN URA3) but retain test plasmids and then 
diluted to OD600 1.0 using SC-LEU and plated in fivefold serial 
dilutions.

Synchronous release from G1 arrest

G1 release into mid-M-phase (nocodazole) arrest. Cells were 
grown to mid log phase at 25°C in YPD media, and then α factor 
(Sigma-Aldrich) was added to 10−8 M and cells incubated 3 h more 
to induce arrest in G1 phase. These cells were incubated at 35.5°C 
for 1 h to inactivate temperature-sensitive mutations while still 
arrested in G1 phase. Cells were washed three times in YPD (35.5°C) 
containing 0.1 mg/ml Pronase E (Sigma-Aldrich) and once in YPD 
(35.5°C), resuspended in YPD (35.5°C) containing nocodazole 
(Sigma-Aldrich) at 15 μg/ml final, and then incubated at 35.5°C for 
2 h to arrest in mid M phase. For cultures grown at 30°C, arrest with 
α factor took 2.5 h, and then cells were washed directly and released 
without temperature shift as described, except using 30°C YPD.

G1 release to allow one complete cell cycle. Cells were grown 
and arrested in G1 phase using at 25°C, shifted to 35.5°C, and 
washed as described. Cells were resuspended into YPD (35.5°C) 
and then, after cells had budded (60–70 min), α factor was added to 
10−8 M and incubation continued at 35.5°C.

Microscopy
Images were acquired with an Axioplan2 microscope (100× objec-
tive, numerical aperture 1.40; Zeiss Thornwood, NY) equipped with a 
Quantix charge-coupled device camera (Photometrics, Tucson, AZ).

Monitoring cohesion using LacO-GFP assay
CEN-distal cohesion is monitored by integrating LacO repeats at 
LYS4, located 470 kb from CEN4. CEN-proximal cohesion is moni-
tored by integrating LacO at TRP1, located 10 kb from CEN4. Cells 
were fixed and processed to allow the number of GFP signals in 
each cell to be scored as previously described (Unal et al., 2008). 
The percentage of cells with two GFP signals was determined by 
dividing the number of cells with two GFP signals by the sum of cells 
with one GFP signal and with two GFP signals and then multiplying 
by 100. To image bulk chromosomal DNA, fixed cells were incu-
bated for 5 min in 1% Triton X-100 and then resuspended in buffer 
containing DAPI at 50 μg/ml final concentration.

Scoring of sister chromatid disjunction

Large-budded (telophase) cells. We scored only large-budded 
cells with two GFP signals. The percentage at which the 
chromosome IV sister chromatids disjoined was given by (cells with 
one GFP signal in each bud/cells with one GFP signal in each bud 
plus cells with two GFP signals in one bud and zero GFP signals in 
the other bud) × 100.

Unbudded (G1 phase) cells. After cell division, disjunction will 
generate two cells with one GFP spot each, whereas nondisjunction 
should generate one cell with two GFP spots and one cell with no 
GFP spots. However, the prolonged arrest in G1 phase at 35.5°C 
degraded the LacIGFP fusion so that even in WT cells, 30–40% 
exhibit no GFP signal. To correct for this class, we simply doubled 
the number of cells with two GFP spots. Therefore the percentage 
of unbudded cells showing disjunction was given by (cells with one 
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